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SUMMARY 

A wind-tunnel fnvestigatfon has been made 05 two'full-span and twu 
semispan models having 45O of sweepback, an aspect ratio of 5.5, and a 

-- 

taper ratio of 0.53. One-wing had no ca?&er and ttist and the other I -- 
wing ws cambered for a design lift coefficikkof 0.4 and ttisted 30 ', 
relieve the loading at the tip which accompanies sweepback. Theairfoil - 
sections normal to the quarter-chord line were the NACA 64AOlO for the 
plane WLng and the NACA 6kA810 for the cambered and ttisted wing. The . . --- 
cambered and twisted WLng had 9..370 of washout between the root and the 
tip. The tests were made at Mach numbers from 0.25 to 0.92. At a Mach 
number of 0.25, the maximum Reynolds number ya.s 10,000,ooO. The full- 
span models were also tested at Reynolds numbers varying from1,0OU,OOO 
at 0.60 Mach nunker to k,900,000 at a Mach number of O-92. In addition, 
the effects of one-particular type of surface roughness were invkstigated 
on both wings. 

The lift and drag data obtained from tests of the semispan model 
agreed well with data obtafned on the m-span -1. In general, the 
aerodynamfc center of the semfspan @de1 was slightly rearwar d of its 
position on the full-spar~model. 

The results obtained from t&six of the full-span models at a 
Reynolds nukiber of 2,000,OoO and Mach n*er& from 0.25 to 0.92 agree 
well tith the previously reported results of tests- of semispan wdels 
employing s--s. Increasing the Re@olds rum& over th& Mach' 
nuxiber range had only a smail effeck on the characteristics of the plane 
Wing. The-data indicate the cambered and tuisted wing was more. sensitive . 
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to changes in Reynolds number over the Mach number range than the plane 
wing. Increasing the Reynolds number at the higher Mach nmbers resulted .. 
in an increase in-the lift coefficient at which static instability first cc 
occurred.- 

The'adaition of a particulsr type- of surface roughness did not have 
a signfficant effect on the aerodynamic characteristics of the plane wing. 
However, for the ctiered and twisted wing, at Mach numbers of 0.80 and 
above, this type of roughness resulted in a more linear variation of lift 
coefficient with angle of attack and increased the drag at moderate lif't ' .=z 
coefficients. At Mach numbers of 0.80 and-above, the lift coefficient at .- 
which the UFng becF.+table was reduced by the addition of roughness. 

Theoretical studies and a nmber of.experimental investigations 
have indicated that-camber and twist will improve the characteristics of 
swept wings. This im$rove$.ent.results from more uniform distribution of 
load, both spanwise and chord-e, &ich all;eviates the flow separation 
and the attendant stabtiity deterioration and drag increase at moderate 
and high lift coefficients. References 1 and 2 have demonstrated that 4. 
camber and twist can -rove the characteristics of swept tings at low 
speeds, ana reference 3 shows the effects of csn&er andxwist at Mach - -- -T- 
numbers up to 0.94. -- A... 

The data of references 1, 2, and 3 were obtained by use of semispan 
model6 mounted vertically on the tunnel test-section floor. Flow separa- 
tion on wings may .be influenced by the tunnel-floor boundary layer. 
Such an effect was noted in references 4 and 5 during tests of wing- 
alone models. Use of a semlfuselage in combination with a semispan ting, 
as was done in the tests reported ti references 1, 2, and 3, may be 
expected to m3nimize these effects. The possibility still exists that 
with semispan ting-fuselage combinations,.the influence of-the tunnel- 
floor boundary layer may alter the flow over the wings to such an extent . . 
as to make questionable any conclusions regarding the effects of csziber 
and twist. It was therefore deemed desirable to obtati comparative d&ta 
on both semispan and full-span models of plane wings and cambered and 
twisted %i.ngs to determine the validity of the conclusions reached on 
the basis of previous investigations of semiS~%.n models. .-. 

For thfs reason, an investigation has been conducted fnothe Ames 
l2-foot pressure tunnel at Mach numbers XQ to 0.92 of two 45 swept-back, 
sting-mounted, wing-fuselage models, onehatingacsniberedandtuisted 
wing and the other a plane wing, aa of two semispanwing4uselage com- 
binations, identical in every respect to the full-span llhodels. To 
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extend the study of caz6ber'and ttist to include the effects of hfgher 
Reynolds nu&ers at high subsonic speeds, the two full-span models were 
also tested in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel. 

COEFFICIENTS Am SYMBOLS I 

The following coefficients and symbols are used In this report: 

b 

C 

C? 

E 

. 

. CD 

%uin 
% 

wing span measured perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, 
feet 

local chord measured parallel ti plane of symuetry, feet 

local chord measured perpendicular to the quarter-chord line 
feet 

wing mean aerodynamic chord 

drag coefficient - 
( ) 

-45' 
qs 

minilnwl drag coefficient 

lift coefficient lift 
( > ss 

s b/e c2ay 
0 c >. , feet 

s 
b/2 

CaY 
0 

pitching-moment coefficfent about the lateral axfs 
through the quaPterpoInt of the tingmean 

aerodynamic chord pitch& moment 
qsc' > 

maximum lift-drag ratio 

length of body including portion removed to accommodate 
sting, feet 
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M Mach number V 
speed of sound L_...j- . _ 

9 

R 

r 

r0 

S 

V 

X 

Y 

a 

% 

dynamic pressure , pounds per square foot 

ReynoldstiWer 

radius of body, feet - 

maximum radius of body, feet 

area of model King, square feet 

free-stream velocity, feet per second 

longitudinal distance, feet 

lateral distance, feet -. 

angle of at+ck of.the:body longitudinal sxis,.degrees 

-- 

angle of test with reference to.:root chord (positive for 
&shin), degrees 

mass density of.air, slugs per cubic.foot 

coefficient-of viscosity of air, slugs per foot-second, 

(measured at CL =-C), per degree 

(measured at CL =.O) 

By{ 

-1 

; . 
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MODELS AND JiE?F'ARATUS 

A sketch of the full-span models is-shorin in figure l(a) and a 
sketch of the semispan models in figure l(b). .-- t 

. 
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The wing models used in thfa investigation were of similar plan -- 
form and represented wzings having an a.spect ratio of 5.50, a taper. 
ratio of 0;53, and a sweepback of the quarter-chord line of 45O. The 
profile of the uncambered, untwisted wing, hereinafter referred to as 
the plane wing, was the NACA 6kAOlO In planes normal to the quarter- 
chord.line. The profile of the wing, hereinafter-referred to as the 
canihered and twisted ting, was the EACA 64A810 wfth a modified a = 0.8 
mean line (reference 6), in planes normal to the quarter-chord line. 
The angle of twist of the cambered and twisted wing varied from O" at 
the root to -9.370 (washout) at the tip as shown in figure l(a). This 
twist distribution was a straight-line-element type wherein all constant- 
percent points of the local chord lie in straight lines along the span, 
As a result of matitaining the local chords of the root and ttp.constant 
while the-wing was twisted, the projected area of the cambered and 
twisted wing was approxFmatel.y 0.5 percent less than that of the plane 
wfw. In the'reductIon of all force and moment data to aerodynamdc 
coefficients, this difference in wing areas was neglected and the area 
and the mean aerodynamic chord of the plane wing were used. 

The body used for both the full-span and semispan models had a 
fineness ratio of 12.5, ass- closure at the tail as fnddcated by 
the dashed lines in figure 1. The after 19 percent of the body length 
of the full-span model was cut off to permit Znstallation on the sting 
support. The after 19 percent of the semispan model body was also cut 
off in order to duplicate better the flow conditions at the rear of the 
full-spanmodelbody. OrUices were provided in the after end of the 
semispkn model body to measure the base pressure. TheplanewUgwas 
mounted with its root chord coincident tith the longitudinal axis of 
thebody. The canibered and?&sted wing uas centrally mounted but 
tith -0.63~ inci-aence of the root chord relative to the longitudinal 
axis of the body. 

The majority of tests were conducted in the Ames l2-foot pressure 
wind tunnel, which is a closed-throat, variable-density wind Qnnel with 
a low turbulence level closely approximating that of free air.. Addi- 
tional tests of the full-span models were conducted in the Ames 16-foot 
h--speed wind tunnel, which is a closed-throat wind tunnel having a 
stagnation pressure approximately equal to atmospheric pressure. The 
sting-supported, full-span model was mounted centrally Fn ‘both the 
U.-foot and the 16-foot wind tunnels. 

Figure 2(a) shows the full-span model mounted in the Ames Z-foot 
pressure tid tunnel. The dfameter of the sting supporting the model 
was 83 percent of the aismeter of the body base in both w$nd tunnels. 
All forces and moments tire- measured by me-km of a k-inch-diameter, 
four-component; strati-gage balance of the type described in reference 7. 
This balance was munted~on the sting s-port and enclosed within the 
body'of the m&f&, 
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The semispan model, figure 2(b), was mounted with the King perpendic- ._. 
ular to the floortrhich served as a reflection plane. The gap between 
the body and the tunnel floor was approximately one-eighth inch. c 

Surface.roughness was produced on the wing of the full-span model 
by the. additionof- a I/8-inch-wide strip of number 60 carborundum 
centered on the lo-percent chord line on both upper and lower surfaces. 

Lift, drag, and pftchfng-mome nt data were obtained in the Ames 
l2-foot pressure wind tunnel for the plane wing and the cambered and 
twisted wing, each of which was tested full span on the stfng support 
and semispan on the tunnel floor. 

, 

Additional tests were conducted in the Ames 16-foot high-speed WFnd 
tunnel to investigate the effect on the full,-span model of higher ._- 
Reynolds nrrbers at various Mach nunibers. -Tests In the 16-foot wind .-- 

. -I. 
tunnel were also conducted to.obtain the effects of surface roughness. 
The range of Reynolds numbers:and Eaach numbers at which tests were 
conducted is shown in figure 3. ' _ 8 

For the tests In the Ames l2-foot pressure wind tunnel at the lower 
Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers, the angle. of-attack of the full-span 

.:& 

model was varied from A0 to +24O and the arig&e of attack of the semispan z- 
model was varied fram -6O to +26O. The angle-of-attack range for the 
full-span models was reduced at the higher Mach numbers and Reynolds 
numbers where wind-tunnel power l%mItations,- balance load limitations, 
or model vibration -$revented testing at the higher angles. The 
angle-of-attack range for-the semispan models was reduced at the higher 
Mach numbers where wind-tunnel power limitations prevented testing at 
the higher angles. ._ -- 

The angle-of-attack range of the full-span models tested in the 
Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel was from -0.7 to 2&O at the low 
Mach numbers and was limited to smaller angles at the higher Mach 
numbers by wind-tunnel power Hmitations and model vibration. 

CQRREC~ONS !I?0 DATA - 

Corrections ,have been'applied to the data of both full-span and 
semispan models to account for the effects of tunnel-wall interference, 
constriction due to the tunnel walls, base pressure, and tase forces. 

l 
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Tunnel-WaLLl Interference 

Corrections for tunnel-wall interference resulting from lift on 
tie models were computed using the method of references 8; and 9 for 
the full-span and stispan models in the l2-foot nind tmne14and the 
method of reference 8 for the full-span model in the 16-foot wind 
tunnel. The following corrections were added: 

lZ-ft wind tunnel 16-ft wind tunnel l2-ft vind tunnel 

flsz 0.5J-3 CL 0.434 CL 0.271 CL 

A% o.oo8g6 cL2 0.00758 CL2 0.00430 CL2 

A&l 0 0 0 

Constriction Effects 

Corrections to the data to account for the constriction effects of 
the tunnel walls have been evaluatedbythe methodof reference 10. The 
ma@zitudes of -the corrections as applied to Mach number and dynamic 
pressure are illustrated by the following table: 

Uncorrected Corrected 
Machnm&er %ncorrected 

Corrected 
Mach Fllll-span model -AT NMp3nmoael~~~ 

rider 12-foot 16-foot x-foot E-foot 16-foot u-foot 
wind dad wind wixd KLnd 

tunnel tunnel tunnel tunnel tumel. tunnel 

I 0.250 1 0.250 1 0.250 0.250 1 1.003~ 1.001 1.001 I -800 l 600 I 0599 1 399t .5gg 1 r,oo4~ 1.002j 1.002 
.795 
--- 

I .7971 1 
.&<I 

.797 

.&ii 
I 1.0081 1.004l 1,004 

.8yo -843 1,OlO 1,005 1.005 
-900 .a87 .8921 .893 1.015 1,003 1.008 

r 
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Base-Pressure Corrections 

In an effort to correct at least partially for the interference of 
the sting swrt on'the body of the full-span models, the base pressure 
wasmeasuredandthe drag datawere correctedto correspondto abase 
pressure equal to the static pressure of the free stresm. 

Base pressures were also measured on the semisp-an models and sfmf- 
lar drag corrections were made fn an effort to obtain comparable full- . 
spanand semispanmodeldata. 

Full-span model.- 'There were no tares due to direct air forces on 
the model-support equipment. Corrections were applied to account for 
static tares due to the weight of the model and to the variation of 
model attitude throughout the angle-of-attack range. 

Semispan model.- Tare corrections due to the air forces exerted on 
the turntable were measured with the model.removed from the tunnel. 1 
Possible interference effects between the model and the turntable were 
not evaluated. No &tempt was made to remove the tunnel-floor boundsry - . -- 
layer which, at the location of the model, had a displacement thickness . 
of approximately 0.5 inch. The boundary-layer displacement thickness 
over the body in the region of the ting was approximately 0.15 inch. 
The tare drag coefficients subtracted from the data, representing the 
drw coefficients of the exposed surface of the turntable expressed in 
terms of wing area, are presented in the following table: 

l 

. . ..- 

Reynolds Mach number I 
nmnher 0.25 0.80 0.85 o.go 0.92 

2,000,000 0.0050 o-0057 0.0060 0.0065 0.0068 
-. 

6,000,000 .0&g - - - - - - - - - - - - 

10,000,000 
.0&g ‘- - - - - - - - - - - - 

The results-of this Investigation are presented in the figures 
indicated in the follouing outline: . 

. 
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l Conq?arison of full-spari and~semispan models 

Plane w5ng 

Figure .I 
number 

, 

* 

Aerodynamic charac&ristics at various M3ch nu&ers . 4 
Vsziation of parameters with Mach number . . . . . . . 5 & 6 
Aerodynamic characteristics at various Reynolds 

numbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Variation of parsmeters.with Reynolds n&er . . . . . 8 & 9 

kiberedandtwistedwing 

Aerodynamic characteristics at various Mach nunibers . 10 
Variation of p&ameterstithMachnumber.....,.ll&l2 I 
Aerodynamic characteristics at various Reynolds 

numbers 
Variation 0; G* 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
&s'~&Reynolds n&r. . . . . 

13 
14 & 15 

Aekodynamic characteristics of the frill-span mxIe1 

Planewing 

Effect of Mach nu&er at a Remolds number 
of .z,ooo,ooo . t . :. . . . . . . . . . . Y. :. . 16 

Effekt of Reynolds number at a Mach nuuiber of 0.25 . . 17 

Cambered and twisted #ing 

. 
Effect of Mach number at a Reynolds nuxibe& 

of2,00,wo . . . . . . . . .'-.. . . . . . :... 18 
Effect of Reynolds nur&er at a Mach number of 0.25 . . 19 

. . Effect of Reynolds number at various Mach ntgibers 

. Plane wfng ......... :. :.-. ......... 20 
Csmberedandtwistedwing .............. 21 

Effect of surface roughness on the aerodynamk charscteristics 
of the full-span model 

Pla.neting ........................ 22 
Camberedandtwistedwing. ............... 23 
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DISCUSSION ' 

Comparison of the Data for the Full-Span and Semispan Models 

Inspection of the full-span and semispan model d&t&~&t the same 
Reynolds numbers and%ch numbers (figs. 4 through 15) indicates only 
small effect.due to the type of model support. In gengral, the lift 
curves were nearly identical, the drag at low values of lift coefficient 
was slightly larger for the semispan moaelg, and the semispan models 
had slightly greater static stability at low lift coefficients. Roth 
the plane wing and the cambered and,twisted wing exhibited instability 
at the higher lift coefficients. The lift coefficient at which this 
instability occurred was littleaffected by the type of model support, 
but the semispan model generally had a more rearward position of the 
center of pressure at this lift coefficient than did the full-span 
model. These differences were little affected by changes of either 
Mach number or Reynolds number. 

C-n the basis of available data, it is believed that the effects of 
the type of model support on the pitching moment can be largely attri- 
buted to the loss of' lift near the root of the semispan model wing 
caused by the interference between the model and the reflection-plane 

- 
_ . a 

boundary layer as noted in references 4 and 5. 

Other factors which could affect the results of.the.full-span and.- 
se&span tests include aninsufficient correction for the type of model 
support (st$ng and turntable ir&&erence) and the location of the model 
in the air stream of the test section (tunnel-wall interference). -These 
effects are believed to be small in comparison to the reflection-plane 
boundary-layer effect mentioned-previously. 

. 

'- 

Full-Span Model Data 

All of the data for the full-span models presented in figures 16. 
through 19 sre in good agreement with data presented in reference 3 for 
similar semispan models at the same Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers. 
Since analysis of these data has already-been DU& in reference 3, no -- 
further discussion is included herein. 

As was emphasized in reference 3, the aerodynamic characteristics 
of both the plane wing and the cambered-and twrsted wing showed large 
effects of Reynolds nU&ers at low speeds. It was therefore deemed 
desirable to establish the extent to which the .data were affected by 
Reynolds number at high subsonic Mach numbers. To accomplish this end, 
tests of the two full-span models were conducted in the Ames l2-foot 

.- 

l 
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pressure.tumel at Reynolds nmibers of l,OOO,OOO and 2,000,ooO at Mach 
nlmibers up to 0.92, and similar tests of the same models were conducted ' 
in the Ames 16-foot high-speed wind tunnel at Reynolds nunibers up to 
about 5,000,OOO. (See fig. 3.) Th e results of these tests axe pre- 
sented in figures 2C and 21. 

Plane q,- 'Be data presented fn figure 20 show that there were 
no large effects of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the plane wingforthe range of Reynolds numbers andMach nmibers 
covered by thfs phase of the investigation. Lift and drag data obtained 
in the l2-foot pressure tunnel and the 16-foot wind tunnel at the same 
Reynolds nmiber and Mach nuniber do not show as good agreement as would 
be expected, Some of these differences may be attrIb$xd to differences 
in air-stream turbulence between the two facilities. A second factor 
which may contribute to t'his lack of agreement is the inexactness of the 
corrections for ael-wall interference. 

Csnibered and twisted wfhR.- The lift, drag, and pitchingaoment 
characteristics of the model with the c-red and Wisted wing (fig. 2l) 
show that, for a Reynolds nxmiber of 2,000,000 and a I&ch nurtiber of 0.25, 
the.results obtained in the two wina tunnels agree well up to lift coef- 
ficients where large amounts of separa.tion were present. 

A substantial decrease Fn drag tith increasing Reynolds nmber iS 
noted at moderate and high angles of attack. At 8 W&h nu&er of 0.80, 
increasing the Reynolds number from 1,OoO,OClO to 4,700,OOO decreased 
the lift coefficient at which the static instaMlity first occurred, 
but at higher Mach n-6 8 slightly -eater increase in Reynolds 
nuniber resulted in a substa.ntiaJ Increase in the value of this lfft 
coefficient. AmJysis of the data,shows that, as the Reynolds nuniber 
increased above 2,000,OOO for a range of low positive lif't coefficients, 
8 forwazd movement of the center of pressure occurred; whereas at higher 
positive lift coefficients, above about 0.5, there was 8 rearward move- 
ment of the center of pressure. The large difference ti pitching-moment 
chazscteristics indicates that the type and extent of the boundary- 
layer sepmtion on the wing was strongly affected by Reynolds number. 

Effects of Surface Roughness 

The effects of surface roughness on the aerodynam%c characteristics 
of the two wings a?e presented in figures 22 and 23. Surface roughness 
consisted of a l/8-inch strip of n-r 60 carborkdum at the lo-percent 
chord line on both qper and lower surfaces of the wing. The data were 
obtained in the bs 16-foot wind tunnel. . 
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Addition of surface roughness had little effect on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the plane wing. Tests in the IS-foot tunnel of a 
similar m with surface roughness (reference 3) likewise showed little 
effect of roughness on the aerodynamic characteristics. 

The addition of the same type of roughness to the cambered and 
twistedwinghad only& small effectonthelift snddrsg atlowMach 
numbers, but a5 the Mach number and Reynolds nu%iber increased, the 
effects of roughness became lsrge. At Mach numbers of 0.80 and above, 
the addition of roughness resulted in a more linear variation of lift 
coefficient with angle of attack and a higher drag at moderate lift 
coefficients. Adding roughness to the model produced large changes in 
the pitching-men-t characteristics, especially at the higher Mach 
nuuibers. The model with roughness did not show the extreme Mach number 
effects that characterized the smooth model.on which, at the higher 
Mach nuuibers, the center of pressure moved rearwar d as the lift coeffi- 
cient increased prior to the occurrence of static instability. At Mach 
numbers of 0.80 and above, the addition of surface roughness resulted 
in a decrease in the lift coefficient at which severe static longitu- 
dinal instability occurred. 

CONCLUDING KEMARKS 

The lift and drag measured on the full-span and the semispan models 
having the sane wing configuration were in good qreement. In general, 
the aerodynamic center of the semispan models WW slightly rearward of 
its position on the full-span model. 

Increasing the Reynolds number-over the Mach number range had only 
a small effect on the characteristics of-the plane wing. The data for 
the cambered and twisted wing indicate that increasing the Reynolds 
number at the higher Mach numbers resulted in an increase in the lift 
coefficient at which the static instability first occurred, and also 
caused a forward movement of the center of pres5ure at low positive lift 
coefficients and a r '.. earward-movement.of center of pressure at higher lift 
coefficients. 

Addition of surface roughness had little effect-on the aerodynamic 
characteristic5 of the plane wing. At Mach nuuibers of o .80 and above, 
the same type of roughness applied to the cambered and tuieted wing 
resulted in a more linear variation of lift coefficient with angle of 
attack and reduced the lift coefficient at which the wing became unstable. 

Ames Aeronautical laboratory, 
Ntitional Advisory Committee for Aeronauti&, 

Moffett Field;Cslif. . . 
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(Et) Nl-epan model. 

Figure 2.- The model mounted in Ames l24oot pressure wind tunnel. 
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(b) semispall mad. 

Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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